2019 Booking Information

From the desk of

Evelyn Moore
October 31, 1847 2019

my friend!
Much to my own surprise, we once again find ourselves on the cusp of
the Holiday season. As we look forward to this most magical time of
year, I find myself ruminating on the great works of holiday cheer.
Charles Dickens’ “A Christmas Carol” is, perhaps the most famous
holiday story ever written. It is a story of possibility, redemption- a
study on the inherent goodness of mankind, the belief that we are all
capable of becoming better than we are.
It is also, perhaps most importantly, a ghost story.
For our 2019 holiday offering, we are pleased to invite you to join us
for a most unusual evening of mind-reading, magic and other oddities as
we explore the ghosts of holidays past, present and future.
In the pages that follow, you will find a breakdown of our
including booking information, price breakdown and
reviews from other satisfied clients.
We do hope that you will consider us for your 2019 holiday line up. We
encourage you to reach out quickly as our holiday offerings tend to
book quickly, particularly on weekends.
Please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have.

Yours in spirit(s),

Evelyn X. Moore
Evelyn X.Moore

404-941-0899
neverandmoore@gmail.com
www.neverandmoore.com

ABOUT THE SHOW:
N.Ever & Moore’s Guide to Holiday Spirits is a magic and mentalism show specifically designed to be paired with a
whiskey tasting or other ‘spirit’-themed event. What is particularly unique about this show is that it is
specifically designed for your venue to become the “star”: the entire evening is centered around your offerings
and menu, showcased in a exclusive package that your audience won’t soon forget!
Our Guide to Holiday Spirits is approximately 90 minutes (including time for three tastings). Previous clients have
found this breakdown of suggested tastings helpful for planning, but we are flexible and are happy to design our
show based around your individual venue’s needs. Please note that for those concerned, our show is specifically
designed to honor the unique excitement of all holiday traditions and is non-denominational.
Part One: Past
Here we suggest something old, perhaps something with a bit of nostalgia or history attached to it. This is a lovely opportunity
to treat your audience to something special, a reserve or top-shelf option to add value to your ticket price.
Part Two: Present
Old favorites and standard offerings are a perfect match for this segment. We find that audiences often discover new favorites
from their regular haunts when given the opportunity to try something new!
Part Three: Future
This segment is an excellent opportunity for your venue to preview anything new or exciting that you’ve got in the works for the
year ahead. Experimental offerings also work well here, particularly if you’d like to include an audience feedback component.
Finale & Mingling with Optional Additional Tastings
Can’t decide between your favorite three (or four…or five) offerings? We’re happy to adapt our show to allow you the

BOOKING INFORMATION
Our rates start at $500/show. This includes a 90-minute show and the incorporation of your venue’s tasting
flight into the show. We are happy to use any specific dialogue or descriptions that you’d like as we take your
audience on your chosen flight.
Our suggested ticket price for your event is $50 to cover both entertainment and cost of drinks. However, some
venues have found great success in marketing this as an exclusive, intimate evening for a smaller group of 15-20,
with tickets ranging between $150-400.
Please note that for audiences larger than 50 or for venues more than 3 hours outside the Atlanta metro area, there may be
an additional performance fee to allow for technical adjustments and/or travel costs.
We of course also offer other options, such as hourly walk-around magic, séance, seasonal offerings and more.
For details on these offerings, please contact us directly.
Holiday bookings (particularly Christmas and Halloween) go extremely quickly- we encourage you to reach out ASAP so as to
assure your date and time. Please note that Halloween and Christmas Day proper are booked until 2025.

404-941-0899
Neverandmoore@gmail.com
www.neverandmoore.com

About N.Ever & Moore
N.Ever & Moore is Atlanta’s hottest new
magic and mentalism duo specializing in weird
and whimsical magic and mind-reading.
Separately, we've performed all over the world,
including the Kennedy Center, DragonCon,
ComedySportz World Championship, The
Georgia Renaissance Festival, the National
Puppetry Festival, and more-- since joining
forces, in less than a year as performance
partners, we've performed with national events
like the Oddities & Curiosities Expo,
CONjuration, TRICS, and “Phantasmagoria” as
well as several sold-out shows in the greater
Atlanta area.
For more information visit
www.neverandmoore.com

Everyone’s a Critic…
“Simply spectacular, an evening you’ll never forget” - John Walters, Massanutten Resort, Virginia
“What these two can do with a box full of antiques is more impressive than magicians with an entire theatre at
their disposal” - Chris Davis, DragonCon 2019
“I’ve seen mind reading and magic all over the world, but these two manage to turn what could be tired old tricks
into one of the most unique and unpredictable evenings you’ll ever experience” - Javier Garcia, Atlanta, GA.
“There’s still time for you to go to law school if you’d stop fooling around with this magic stuff”
- Evelyn’s actual, real mother.
“I’ve seen them on sold-out stages and working technique on street corners, no matter the environment, they are
engaging, unique and entirely confident in their ability to hold an audience’s attention.”
–Thomas Connors, Marietta, GA.
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